We consider a distributed computing framework where the distributed nodes have different communication capabilities, motivated by the heterogeneous networks in data centers and mobile edge computing systems. Following the structure of MapReduce, this framework consists of Map computation phase, Shuffle phase, and Reduce computation phase. The Shuffle phase allows distributed nodes to exchange intermediate values, in the presence of heterogeneous communication bottlenecks for different nodes (heterogeneous communication load constraints). Focusing on two-node and three-node (K = 2, 3) distributed computing systems with heterogeneous communication load constraints, in this work we characterize the minimum total computation load, as well as the minimum worstcase computation load for some cases. The worst-case computation load depends on the computation load of a node with the heaviest job. Therefore, by minimizing the worst-case computation load it could potentially minimize the system latency. We show an interesting insight that, for some cases, there is a tradeoff between the minimum total computation load and the minimum worst-case computation load, in the sense that both cannot be achieved at the same time. The achievability schemes are proposed with careful design on the file assignment and data shuffling. Finally, beyond the cut-set bound, a novel converse is proposed using the proof by contradiction.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, with the availability of low-cost servers and big data, distributed computing systems have come to prominence within industrial sectors. Distributed computing frameworks such as MapReduce [1] , Hadoop [2] and Spark [3] have been used in many applications that require complex computations, e.g., machine learning and distributed virtual reality (VR).
In distributed computing systems, since a complex computational task is split and assigned to distributed nodes (workers), communication is an important step that facilitates the information exchange across distributed nodes. In the MapReduce-based distributed computing framework (cf. [1] ), data is first split and processed (called Map) at the distributed nodes, and then the results are shuffled (called Shuffle), and processed again (called Reduce). As the amount of data and the number of nodes grow, heavy communication is required for data shuffling phase, which could lead to a non-negligible delay for the overall performance. 6 7 a1,6 a1,7 a2,6 a2,7 a3,6 a3,7 a1,1 a1,6 a1,7 a2,1 a2,6 a2,7 a3,1 a3,6 a3,7 a2,2 a2,3 a2,4 a2,5 a3,2 a3,3 a3,4 a3,5 a1,2 a1,3 a1,4 a1, 5 Broadcasts a3,6 a3,7 a2,4 a2,5 a1,2 a1,3 a1,4 a1,5 a2,1 a3,1 a1,2 a2,2 a1,3 a2,3 a1,4 a2,4 a1,5 a2,5
Fig. 1 . A scheme for a distributed computing system with (K = Q = 3, N = 7, L1 = L2 = 2, L3 = 14). The scheme is optimal in terms of the minimum worst-case computation load, and the optimality proof is based on proof by contradiction.
results of this work. The proofs are provided in Sections V-IX. Specifically, the achievability schemes are described in Sections V-VII, and the converse is provided in Section VIII. Section IV presents some examples of our proposed schemes. The work is finally concluded in Section X. Throughout this work, | • | denotes a cardinality of a set. th element of vector p. c denotes the least integer that is greater than or equal to c. Similarly, c denotes the largest integer that is smaller than or equal to c. [x mod y] denotes a modulo operation that produces the remainder after division of x by y for two positive numbers x and y. ⊕ is a bitwise XOR operation.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a distributed computing system based on a MapReduce framework (cf. [1] , [5] ), in which K distributed nodes seek to compute Q output functions using N input files, for some K, Q, N ∈ N + , with N ≥ K. The process of computing Q output functions from N input files can be broken down into three phases, that is, Map, Shuffle and Reduce (see Fig. 2 ). Next, we will discuss these three phases in detail.
Map phase: In this phase, N input files, denoted by {w n ∈ F In our setting, M k denotes the computation load of Node k. For each input file w n , n ∈ M k , Node k generates Q intermediate values, denoted by {a q,n ∈ F B 2 : q ∈ [1 : Q]}, for some B ∈ N + , where a q,n = g q,n (w n ), namely, g q,n (w n ) is a Map function that maps the input file w n to a length-B value a q,n . We assume that all the intermediate values are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables uniformly distributed over F B 2 . The realization of a q,n is determined by the input file w n and the Map function g q,n , for q ∈ [1 : Q] and n ∈ [1 : N ].
Shuffle phase: In our setting, each node is responsible for computing a subset of output functions. We use W k to denote a set of indices of the output functions computed at Node k, k ∈ [1 : K]. In order to complete the whole computation, K distributed nodes need to exchange intermediate values in the Shuffle phase. Specifically, in this phase Node k multicasts to the other nodes a message
which is a deterministic function of the intermediate values cached at Node k and intended for the other nodes, where 
where ϕ q is a Reduce function that maps the intermediate values {a q,1 , a q,2 · · · , a q,N } into an output value
We assume a symmetric job assignment, i.e., each node calculates Q/K Reduce functions, for
and
We consider a communication load constraint for Node k:
for some
which is a parameter of the total communication load constraint of all K nodes. In our setting, any MapReduce scheme consisting of Map, Shuffle and Reduce phases should be designed under the communication load constraint in (3). For any MapReduce scheme, the total computation load and the worst-case computation load are defined by
respectively. In this work, we consider the minimum total computation load and minimum worst-case computation load of the system, which are defined as follows.
Definition 1. Given the communication load constraints with
, and the number of files N , the minimum total computation load is defined by
where
) denotes the set of all MapReduce schemes with parameters (N, L : ); and S(N, L : , M : ) denotes a class of MapReduce schemes whose file assignment is determined by M : .
Definition 2. Given the communication load constraints with L : , and the number of files N , the minimum worst-case computation load is defined by
In a distributed computing system, intuitively M * total is connected with the total resource consumption, while M * worst is connected with the overall latency because it is affected by the computation time of a node with the heaviest job. For notational convenience, we define S A as the indices of the files placed in each of the nodes indexed by A but not in the other nodes indexed by A c , that is,
for the setting of K = 3. The cardinality of S A is denoted by S A |S A |. For simplicity we will use notation S 12 to represent S {1,2} and similar notations are used for the other set A.
III. MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we provide the main results of this work. We first focus on a two-node (K = 2) distributed computing system defined in Section II, and provide an information-theoretical characterization of the minimum (optimal) total computation load, as well as the minimum worst-case computation load.
Theorem 1 (Total, K = 2). For a two-node distributed computing system defined in Section II, the minimum total computation load is characterized by:
Theorem 1 reveals that, in this setting with K = 2, M * total depends on the total communication load constraint. The achievability proof is provided in Section V and the converse proof is provided in Section VIII-A.
Theorem 2 (Worst, K = 2). For a two-node distributed computing system, the minimum worst-case computation load is characterized by:
Theorem 2 reveals that, in this setting with K = 2, M * worst depends on the individual communication load constraints. In Section V, we provide an achievability scheme which, not only achieves the minimum total computation load, but also achieves the minimum worst-case computation load for the setting with K = 2. The converse proof of Theorem 2 is provided in Section VIII-B.
We proceed to extend the above results to the setting with three nodes (K = 3). First note that, in our setting with heterogeneous communication load constraints, the number of parameters is scaled with K (e.g., L 1 , L 2 , · · · , L K ). Therefore, it becomes much more challenging to extend results to the settings with more nodes. For the setting with three nodes, the result on the minimum total computation load is given in the following theorem, while the results on the minimum worst-case computation load are provided after that.
Theorem 3 (Total, K = 3). For a three-node distributed computing system, and given L k /2 ∈ N, ∀k ∈ {1, 2, 3}, the minimum total computation load is characterized by:
The achievability proof of this theorem is present in Section VI and the converse is provided in Section VIII-C. We now focus on the minimum worst-case computation load of a three-node distributed computing system. We first provide some converse bounds and then discuss some optimal cases. Lemma 1 (Worst, K = 3). For a three-node distributed computing system defined in Section II, the minimum worst-case computation load is lower bounded by
The proof is provided in Section VIII-D. In this proof we use the "cut-set" technique and the other existing technique. Now we provide another bound that is novel and derived from the proof by contradiction.
Lemma 2 (Proof by Contradiction). For a three-node distributed computing system, the minimum worstcase computation load is lower bounded by
where β * is defined by the following optimization problem:
The bound in Lemma 2 is proved in Section VIII-E. In some cases, this bound is strictly better than all the bounds in Lemma 1. Let us focus on one example defined by the parameters
. For this example, proof by contradiction produces a novel bound M * worst ≥ 4 (Lemma 2), which is strictly tighter than all the bounds (M * worst ≥ 3) in Lemma 1. Let us now provide some cases in which we have the optimal characterization of the worst-case computation load. The results are shown in the following Propositions 1, 2 and 3. For all of these three propositions, the achievability is shown in Section VII and the converse is directly from Lemma 1.
Proposition 1 (Worst, K = 3). For a three-node distributed computing system, if the following condition is satisfied
then the minimum worst-case computation load is characterized by: 
Proposition 1 reveals that, if the parameter of the worst-case communication load constraint, i.e., min k {L k }, is high enough, then the minimum worst-case computation load only depends on the value of N . Proposition 2 (Worst, K = 3). For a three-node distributed computing system, if the following condition is satisfied
then the minimum worst-case computation load is characterized by:
Proposition 2 reveals that, if the parameter of the total communication load constraint (i.e., L) is low enough, then the minimum worst-case computation load depends only on the two worse communication load constraints. The following Proposition 3 provides another optimal case on the characterization of the minimum worst-case computation load.
Proposition 3 (Worst, K = 3). For a three-node distributed computing system, if the following conditions are satisfied
In this case there is a tradeoff between the minimum worst-case computation load and the total communication load constraint L (L = 4L 1 in this case). The characterization of M * worst in Fig. 3 stems from the above results. Specifically, the point of (L 1 = L 2 = L 3 /2 = 8; M * worst = 6) follows from the result of Lemma 2 that is derived from the proof by contradiction. . The scheme is optimal in terms of both the minimum worst-case computation load and the minimum total computation load.
In a distributed computing system, due to the connection with total resource consumption and overall latency, one might want to minimize both the total computation load and the worst-case computation load as much as possible. At this point, one interesting question can be raised: can we achieve both M * total and M * worst at the same time? The following result is related to this question. Theorem 4 (M * total vs. M * worst ). For the case with a two-node (K = 2) distributed computing system, both M * total and M * worst can be achieved at the same time. For the case with a three-node (K = 3) distributed computing system, if the following condition is satisfied
then M * total and M * worst cannot be achieved at the same time. When K = 2, we propose a general scheme that indeed can always achieve both M * total and M * worst at the same time (see Section V). However, when K = 3 we show that it is not always feasible. We prove in Section IX that, when (13) is satisfied, both M * total and M * worst cannot be achieved at the same time. For one example with
, we have M * total = 7 and M * worst = 4, but we prove that these two cannot be achieved at the same time.
IV. EXAMPLES
This section provides three examples on the proposed achievability schemes. The first scheme example achieves both the minimum total computation load and the minimum worst-case computation load for a two-node (K = 2) distributed computing system. The second scheme example achieves the minimum total computation load for the setting with K = 3. The last scheme example achieves the minimum worst-case computation load, again, for the setting with K = 3. In all of the examples (with Q = K), without loss of generality (WLOG), the output function k is assumed to be computed at Node k, for k ∈ [1 : K].
A. The example with
Let us first consider the example with
. The proposed scheme is described in Fig. 4 . The details of the scheme are given as follows.
File placement: At first, N files are assigned to K distributed nodes. In this scheme we design the file placement such that M 1 = {1, 2} and M 2 = {2, 3, 4}, with M 1 = 2 and M 2 = 3. For this proposed scheme, the worst-case computation load and the total computation load are given as
which turn out to be optimal.
B. The example with (L
In this example, we consider the setting with (
. The proposed scheme is described in Fig. 5 . The details of the scheme are described below.
File placement: We place N input files in the nodes such that: For this proposed scheme, the total computation load is
which turns out to be optimal.
Let us now consider the example with (L 1 = L 2 = 2, L 3 = 14, N = 7, Q = K = 3) (see Fig. 1 ). The details of the scheme are described as follows.
File placement: In this scheme we design the file placement such that
Map phase: Based on the above file placement, Node k generates the following intermediate values
Shuffle phase: In the Shuffle phase, Node 1 broadcasts the message of {a 2,1 , a 3,1 } to the other nodes. Since {a 2,1 , a 3,1 } carries at most 2B bits of information, the communication load of Node 1 satisfies the constraint in (3) for this case with L 1 = 2, that is,
Similarly, Node 2 broadcasts the message of {a 3,6 , a 3,7 }. Since it carries at most 2B bits of information, the communication load of Node 2 satisfies the constraint in (3) for this case with L 2 = 2. Node 3 broadcasts the message of {a 1,n , a 2,n } 5 n=2 . Since this message carries at most 8B bits of information, the communication load of Node 3 satisfies the constraint in (3) for this case with L 3 = 14.
Reduce phase: In this phase, Node k, k ∈ [1 : K], has all the intermediate values {a q,n : q ∈ W k , n ∈ [1 : N ]} as inputs to compute its Reduce function. For this proposed scheme, the worst-case computation load is M worst = 4, which turns out to be optimal. Note that for this scheme example, the optimality proof is based on proof by contradiction (see Lemma 2) .
This section provides the achievability proofs for Theorems 1 and 2. For a two-node (K = 2) distributed computing system, we will provide a general scheme to achieve the minimum worst-case computation load, as well as the minimum total computation load, in the presence of heterogeneous communication load constraints. WLOG, in what follows we consider the case of
Recall that we consider the symmetric job assignment such that each node computes Q/K output functions, with Q/K ∈ N. WLOG, we consider the following job assignment:
For this setting with K = 2, recall that
is the number of files placed at both of the nodes. For our scheme, we design three parameters S 1 , S 2 and S 12 as
One can check that our design of S 1 , S 2 and S 12 satisfies the following condition
which guarantees that each of N files must be assigned to at least one node. In the other words, N input files are divided into three groups: one group of files are placed at Node 1 only; one other group of files are placed at Node 2 only; and the last group of files are placed at both nodes. With the choice of above parameters, we design the file assignment such that
For example, for the setting with (
shown in Section IV-A, we get S 1 = 1, S 2 = 2 and S 12 = 1 from (14) - (16), and get Fig. 4 ). In what follows we discuss each phase of the proposed scheme, which is based on our design in (14) - (17). Map phase: Based on the above file placement, Node k generates the following intermediate values 
Similarly, Node 2 delivers QS 2 /K number of intermediate values
to Node 1. Since these intermediate values carry at most BQS 2 /K bits of information, the communication load of Node 2 satisfies the constraint in (3), that is,
Reduce phase: In this phase, Node 1 has all the intermediate values
as inputs to compute Reduce functions W 1 and Node 2 has all the intermediate values
as inputs to compute Reduce functions W 2 , respectively.
For this proposed scheme, the total computation load is given by
and the worst-case computation load is given by
VI. ACHIEVABILITY FOR THE THREE-NODE SYSTEM: THE TOTAL COMPUTATION LOAD
In this section, we provide a general scheme to achieve the minimum total computation load M * total for a three-node (K = 3) distributed computing system, with heterogeneous communication load constraint parameters
WLOG, in what follows we consider the following job assignment:
In our scheme, we first divide N input files into four disjointed groups, whose indices are defined by F c , F r , F s and F a , respectively, that is,
where N c , N r , N s and N a are the parameters that will be designed specifically later on under the following two constraints:
The first constraint in (18) is due to the fact that the four groups F c , F r , F s and F a should include all the indices of N input files. The second constraint in (19) corresponds to the communication load constraint that will be explained later on. For the proposed scheme, the file placement, Map, Shuffle, and Reduce phases are explained in Algorithm 1, which takes any 4 parameters (N c , N r , N s and N a ) satisfying conditions (18) and (19) as inputs. In the algorithm, we use the following notations:
We can see from the algorithm that, during the file placement, each file w n , n ∈ F s , is placed at a single node only; each file w n , n ∈ F c ∪ F r , is placed at two nodes; and each file w n , n ∈ F a , is placed at all the three nodes. This main concept will be used to derive the total computation load later on.
In the Shuffle phase of our scheme (see Algorithm 1), for each file index in group F s , 2Q/K intermediate values need to be delivered; for every two file indices in group F c , Q/K coded intermediate values need to be delivered; for each file index in group F r , Q/K intermediate values need to be delivered; and for all the file indices in group F a , no communication is required. Therefore, the sizes of four groups, i.e., N c , N r , N s and N a , need to satisfy the condition in (19) , so as to satisfy the communication load constraints.
Algorithm 1 Achievable Scheme for
for n = N − N a + 1 :
Place file w n at all the K nodes 5: end for 6: for n = N c + N r + 1 : N c + N r + N s 7:
end for 10:
for n = 1 : N c /2
11:
Place file w 2n−1 at Nodes k and (k + 1) † and place file w 2n at Nodes k and (k + 2) † 13:
end for 15: for n = N c + 1 : N c + N r 16:
Place file w n at Nodes k and
end for 19: end procedure 20: procedure MAP PHASE 21: for k = 1 : K
22:
Node k computes Map functions and outputs a q,n , q ∈ 
Node k sends a W (k+1) † ,n and a W (k+2) † ,n to Nodes (k + 1) † and (k + 2) † , respectively 30:
end for
32:
for n = 1 : N c /2 33:
37:
for n = N c + 1 : N c + N r 38:
Node k sends a W (k+2) † ,n to Node (k + 2) † 40: From the file placement and Shuffle phase, we can see that files w n , n ∈ F c , are associated with coding strategy, i.e., coding is used in the Shuffle phase, while files w n , n ∈ F r , are associated with redundancy strategy, i.e., each of these files is placed at two nodes and coding is not used in the Shuffle phase.
Let us focus on the example present in Section IV-B (also see 
Note that our scheme design (see Algorithm 1) guarantees that, in this setting, once the total communication load constraint is satisfied, then the individual communication load constraints are also satisfied. Finally, for the general setting, we design the parameters (N c , N r , N s , N a ) of the proposed scheme as
One can check that the constraints in (18) and (19) are satisfied with this design. With the above parameter design, the total computation load of the proposed scheme is given by
where (24) is due to the scheme design such that, each file in groups F c , F r , F s , and F a is placed respectively at two nodes, two nodes, one node, and three nodes; (25) stems from the design in (20) - (23) . Note that the total computation load of the proposed scheme turns out to be optimal.
VII. ACHIEVABILITY FOR THE THREE-NODE SYSTEM: THE WORST-CASE COMPUTATION LOAD
In this section, we design a general scheme by focusing on the worst-case computation load, for a three-node (K = 3) distributed computing system. For some cases, the proposed scheme achieves the optimal (minimum) worst-case computation load (as shown in Propositions 1, 2 and 3), by setting the scheme parameters specifically.
In the proposed scheme, at first N input files are divided into 16 disjointed groups, whose indices are given by: A denotes the indices of files placed at Node k, ∀k ∈ A; and in the Shuffle phase, Node j, j ∈ A, is responsible for sending out the required intermediate values associated with these files. For the files w n , n ∈ S c j A , we employ the coding strategy, which has been used in the scheme in Section VI. Similarly, S r j A denotes the indices of files placed at Node k, ∀k ∈ A; and in the Shuffle phase, Node j, j ∈ A, is responsible for sending out the required intermediate values associated with these files. For the files w n , n ∈ S r j A , we employ the redundancy strategy. In our scheme we have 16 parameters
, and S 123 |S {1,2,3} | (see (6)). For simplicity we use the notation S 
Similarly, the conditions in (31) and (32) guarantee that the scheme design satisfies the communication load constraints for Node 2 and Node 3, respectively. The file placement, Map, Shuffle, and Reduce phases of the proposed scheme are explained in Algorithm 2, which takes any 16 parameters (see (27)) satisfying conditions (28)-(32) as inputs.
In the following, we will set the 16 parameters specifically to achieve the optimal (minimum) worst-case computation load for some cases (as shown in Propositions 1, 2 and 3).
A. Parameter design for Proposition 1
Let us consider the case of
In this case, we set the parameters as
With the choices of these parameters, one can easily verify that the conditions (28)-(32) are satisfied. Then, the worst-case computation load is given by
which turns out to be optimal (See Proposition 1).
B. Parameter design for Proposition 2
Now we consider the case of L ≤ N/2, and then we set the parameters as
One can verify that the conditions (28)-(32) are satisfied with the choices of the parameters. Then, the worst-case computation load (see (33)) is given by
which turns out to be optimal (See Proposition 2).
C. Parameter design for Proposition 3
We then consider the case with the following conditions:
Without loss of generality, we assume that
Then, we set the parameters as
One can check that conditions (28)-(32) hold true for the choices of the parameters. Finally, the worst-case computation load is given by
which turns out to be optimal (See Proposition 3).
VIII. CONVERSE
This section proves the converse in Theorems 1, 2 and 3 and also proves the converse results in Lemmas 1 and 2. Note that Lemma 2 is derived from the proof by contradiction. We first provide a lemma that will be used in our proofs.
Lemma 3 (Cut-Set Bound). For a distributed computing system defined in Section II, and for any set
Proof. Lemma 3 holds for a general setting. We essentially use a "cut-set" technique in the proof of this lemma. For notational convenience, let a q,: {a q,n : n ∈ 
Recall that x k is the message sent from Node k and is a deterministic function of the intermediate values
. Also recall that x k needs to be communicated under the following communication load constraint:
(see (3)). In this proof we use a "cut-set" technique. Let us consider an arbitrary "cut" to divide K nodes into two groups. Let S and S c denote the sets of node indices of the first and the second groups, respectively, for S ⊆ [1 : K] and S c = [1 : K] \ S. We first argue that the following equality should hold:
because a W S ,: can be reconstructed by the knowledge of a W S ,M S and x S c . Note that the intermediate values a W S ,: are used as inputs for computing all the Reduce functions at a group of nodes indexed by set S. Also note that x S c represents a set of messages (see (41)), which are sent from a group of nodes indexed by set S c . Then, with (43) and the chain rule, we directly get
For the left-hand expression of (44), we have
where (45) 
where (47) stems from (42) and our definition on the size of each intermediate value; (48) uses the fact that (2) and (37)), and that
Finally, combining (44), (46) and (48) gives the following bound
which can be easily simplified to bound (36), that is,
A. Converse proof of Theorem 1
For a two-node (K = 2) distributed computing system, Lemma 3 gives the bounds
by setting S = {1}, S = {2}, and S = {1, 2}, respectively. Therefore, by combining bounds (49)- (51), we have
which gives the converse of Theorem 1.
B. Converse proof of Theorem 2
For a two-node distributed computing system, from (49) and (50) we have
Furthermore, bound (51) also implies that
Therefore, combining bounds (53) and (54) gives the converse of Theorem 2, that is
C. Converse proof of Theorem 3
For a distributed computing system with K = 3, Lemma 3 gives the following bounds
by setting S = {1}, {2} and {3}, respectively. Then, by combining bounds (56)- (58) we have
Furthermore, by setting S = {1, 2, 3}, Lemma 1 gives the following bound
Finally, for a distributed computing system with K = 3, the total computation load is bounded by
by following the result in [5, Lemma 1] (also see [23, Theorem 1] ). Bound (61) also uses the integer property of M k , ∀k ∈ [1 : K]. Therefore, with bounds (59), (60) and (61), we complete the converse proof of Theorem 3.
D. Proof of Lemma 1
For a distributed computing system with K = 3, Lemma 3 gives the bounds
by setting S = {1, 2}, {2, 3} and {3, 1}, respectively. Then, the following bound is directly from the combination of bounds (62)- (64):
The above bound also uses the integer property of M k , ∀k ∈ [1 : K]. Furthermore, by combining bounds (56)-(58) it gives
Finally, bounds (60) and (61) imply the following bounds:
respectively. Therefore, with bounds (65), (66), (67) and (68), we complete the proof of Lemma 1.
E. Proof of Lemma 2 (proof by contradiction)
In this section we will prove Lemma 2 using the proof by contradiction, for a three-node (K = 3) distributed computing system. Specifically, for any nonnegative integer β ∈ N satisfying the following condition
we will prove that
At first, we assume that
where β is a nonnegative integer satisfying the condition in (69). Based on this assumption, it implies that
for k = 1, 2, 3, where (72) follows from the definition of (1)) and the identity of H(f (e)) ≤ H(e) for a deterministic function f (e); (73) uses the assumption in (71). Therefore, by combining (73) and the communication load constraint in (3), we have
By defining a new parameter as
then (74) implies that we have the following communication load constraint:
for k = 1, 2, 3. Based on (76), we have a new parameter on the total communication load constraint:
for this setting with K = 3. At this point, by replacing L with L and by using the result of bound (68), it gives
From (77) and the condition in (69), it then implies that
which contradicts with the assumption in (71). Therefore, the bound of M worst ≥ β holds true for any nonnegative integer β ∈ N satisfying the condition in (69). Finally, for a nonnegative integer β * defined by the following optimization problem:
β ∈ N (β * is also a nonnegative integer satisfying the condition in (69)), we conclude from the above argument that M worst ≥ β * which completes the proof of Lemma 2.
IX. PROOF OF THE TRADEOFF BETWEEN M * TOTAL AND M * WORST In this section, we provide the proof of Theorem 4. For a two-node (K = 2) distributed computing system, we have proposed in Section V a general scheme that indeed can always achieve both M and
which, together with (87), give the following conclusion
if the condition in (79) is satisfied. Based on this conclusion, it implies that when M * 
A. Proof of Lemma 4
Let us now prove Lemma 4 that has been used in the our proof. Beginning with the communication load constraint in (3), we have
where ( 
Similarly, by following the above steps we also have two bounds given as:
which, together with (98), complete the proof of Lemma (4), that is,
Lemma 5. For a three-node (K = 3) distributed computing system defined in Section II, the following inequalities hold true:
H(x 1 , x 3 |a :,M 2 , a W 2 ,: )
H(x 2 , x 3 |a :,M 1 , a W 1 ,: ) ≥ (S 2 + S 3 ) · QB K .
Proof. We will focus on the proof of bound (102), as the proofs of bounds (102), (103) and (104) 
The right-hand side of (107) can be rewritten by using the chain rule: 
where (111) is from chain rule; (112) stems from the property that entropy is always nonnegative; (113) is due to the fact that both x 2 and a :,M 3 can be recovered by the information of a :,S c 
Finally, by using the results in (115) and (116), we prove bound (102) as 
where (117) follows from chain rule; (118) is due to the fact that conditioning reduces entropy; (119) is from (115) and (116). At this point, we complete the proof of bound (102). By using the similar steps and interchanging the roles of nodes, one can also prove bounds (103) and (104) and complete the whole proof.
X. CONCLUSION For the two-node and three-node distributed computing systems with heterogeneous communication load constraints, we provided the information-theoretical characterization of the minimum total computation load, as well as the minimum worst-case computation load for some cases. We identified a region in which there is a tradeoff between the minimum total computation load and the minimum worst-case computation load, in the sense that both cannot be achieved at the same time. We showed that for some cases, proof by contradiction is a very powerful approach to derive the optimal converse bound. In the future work, we will extend our results to the setting with more nodes (K ≥ 4).
